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A time when deception leads to truth, and victory comes from surrenderâ€¦The life of a rogue

isnâ€™t always easy, especially for a woman. But Brighid isnâ€™t just any woman. Sheâ€™s

intelligent, agile, and spirited â€“ and determined to discover the secrets of her questionable past.

Her only clue is a pendant in the shape of a black and silver dragon; the same design worn by the

Kingâ€™s Guard.Sheâ€™s convinced her answer lies in the heart of the kingdom, and sheâ€™s

willing to do whatever it takes to get there. Even if it means chopping off her raven locks and binding

her curvy, petite figure to refashion herself as a scruffy lad to join their ranks.Knight Roran

McShaneâ€™s search for new recruits brings him to the far reaches of the kingdom. Only a select

few prove worthy, but the pluck and determination of one particularly small but feisty lad moves

Roran to do something he has never done before â€“ take on a squire.The mute lad proves to be

resourceful and skilled, even if he is rather odd and shunned by the others. Roran is forced to

second-guess his decision when he begins to feel unnaturally protective of the boy.When his

squireâ€™s deception is revealed, he is both relieved and appalled by the knowledge that he is

really a she, and far from a child. Honor and ethics require that he sever all ties, but Roran soon

learns that is easier said than done. The lass is no sheltered lady, waiting to be rescued and before

sheâ€™s done, sheâ€™ll surprise Roran, the knights-in-training, even the king himself.For a

warriorâ€™s heart knows no bounds.
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This was a funny, fantastic, breath taking passionate, quirky, captivating and delightful story. This

was such a fun read but you won't want it to end. This book is well written and a highly charged

story. A real treasure and a keeper. 10 stars. Debi Allen

I Absolutely love this story every bit of it! It was Definitely worth the read and its a keeper for real...its

one i will likely read again and again because its a well written story. i love all the characters...and

didnt want it to end but sadly it did come to an end. and like one of the reviews i read before i got

this story was a story about Sir Sean, yes i would so love a story about him too and see how his

story is going to be like...the way the author made him to be seems like his story would be very

interesting. but thats only the author do write one for Sir Sean. anyway all in all this story has

become one of my favorite!

Loved it! Loved it! What an adventure. I could not put it down. I could not wait to see how the H

would react when he found out the h was a woman, then I could not put it down when he did. Lol A

truly fun read.

This tail has wonderful, honorable, strong willed romance pair with a nice easily loved plot line with a

nice mix of passion, longing, and a sad past to keep you happy. The steamy elements are cleverly

written to not be over the top porn but enough to get the blood flowing. The characters are fun and

entertaining and are woven wonderfully with the plot. This is not an edge of your seat read, but a

nice afternoon in your favorite loveseat story. I loved it.

This is a new author for me and one which I will follow. I enjoyed the character interaction, the

drama, the chemistry, the mystery unraveled that was all interspersed within hours of reading this

story. I was left with a warm glow after finishing it.



The story line was very intriguing and different for a romance book. Brighid was a strong, feisty

woman who could take care of herself, but when she meets Roran she no longer wants to be by

herself. I love how kind she is, how tender hearted, but she was also quite the survivalist with her

agility and penchant for climbing trees and being so stealth.Roran is the kind of hero I love. Strong,

smart and a warrior with honestly and loyalty. Sparks fly when these two meet and continue

throughout the book. He's definitely an alpha-male with a "Mine!" mentality when it comes to

Brighid.There's also the other stories-the mystery of who Brighid really is, and where did her special

necklace come from that she's had since she was in the orphanage? Where is her family? All these

kept me turning pages well into the night and I strongly recommend this book!

not much indebth characters. starts out ok... and you think its going to be great. but story was so

chopped. much could have been added to the story. it was like you go from a to z in too big of a

hurry. dialogue was chopped too. not enough of it. characters not very well developed. try reading ,,,

THE PRIZE... by julie garwood. and you will see the difference. felt like I was reading a short story

from a harlequin romance. this author needs to develop her writting more. I will not pay $10 for a

book like that again. not worth it. will go to the used book store first.

Loved the story, written well, with minimal repetition ( that truly annoys me). The hero is hot, just as I

like them, and the heroine feisty and strong willed, also as I enjoy. Even though it held a minimum of

surprise, it is a perfect way to escape into a happily ever after. Nice job and I look forward to the

next tale.
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